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Longitudinal polarization ofL produced ine1e2 annihilation at CERN LEP energies is calculated in a
picture for the spin content ofL which is consistent with the polarized deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering
data and SU~3! flavor symmetry for hyperon decay, so that the spin ofL is not completely carried by its
s-valence quark. A comparison with the recent ALEPH data and the results of earlier calculations based on the
static quark model, in which the spin ofL is completely determined by thes quark, is given. The result shows
that further measurements of such polarization should provide useful information as to the question of which
picture is more suitable in describing spin effects in the fragmentation processes.@S0556-2821~98!06205-5#

PACS number~s!: 14.20.Lq, 12.15.Ji, 13.65.1i, 13.88.1e
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There now exist in the literature two completely differe
pictures for the spin content of baryons: According to t
static ~or constituent! quark model, the spin of a baryon be
longing to theJP5 1

2
1 octet is completely determined by th

three valence quarks. The sum of the spins of these vale
quarks is the spin of the baryon. This picture is very succe
ful in describing the static properties of the baryons. Ho
ever, according to the data from polarized deep inela
lepton-nucleon scattering@1# and SU~3! flavor symmetry in
hyperon decay, the sum of the spins of the three vale
quarks is only a small fraction of the spin of the nucleon.
large part of the baryon spin originates from the orbital a
gular momenta of the valence quarks and/or from the
~i.e., the sea quarks, antiquarks, and gluons!. Hence it is
natural to ask which picture is suitable to describe the s
effects in the quark fragmentation process. Obviously,
answer to this question isa priori unknown, and should be
studied in experiments. Polarization ofL is an ideal place to
investigate this problem because of the following: First,
spin structure ofL in the static quark model is very specia
the spin ofL is completely carried by thes valence quark,
while theu andd quarks make no contribution. This pictur
is completely different from that drawn from the data
deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering@1# and SU~3! flavor
symmetry in hyperon decay. The deep inelastic scatte
data, together with the SU~3! flavor symmetry for hyperon
decay, suggest that@2# thes quark carries only about 60% o
the L spin, while theu or d quark each carries about
220%. Second, the polarization of the producedL can eas-
ily be determined in experiments by measuring the ang
distribution of the decay products. In addition, striking p
larization effects were observed for hyperons produced
unpolarized hadron-hadron collision experiments@3#. Such
effects were observed for more than two decades, and re
as a puzzle for theorists. Clearly, the study of the abo
mentioned question should be able to provide some us
information about this problem; this makes the study ev
more interesting and instructive.
570556-2821/98/57~7!/4491~4!/$15.00
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The polarization effects forL produced in high-energy
reactions were studied in different connections@2,4–12#. In
some of these discussions@2,4–9#, the current quark picture
was used; thus the picture for the spin content ofL drawn
from the polarized deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scatter
data should be applicable. But in the other@10–12#, it is
assumed thatL spin is completely determined by thes
quark, thus the picture of the static quark model should
applicable. No discussion has been made yet as to the q
tion of which of them is more suitable.

It is known from the standard model of electroweak inte
action that thes quark produced ine1e2 annihilation at high
energies is longitudinally polarized@13#. Hence it is expected
@13# that theL which contains thiss quark should also be
longitudinally polarized, and suchL polarization can be
measured in experiments. Theoretically, thisL polarization
can be calculated, and the results should be quite diffe
using the above-mentioned two different pictures for the s
contents of L. Hence measurements of the polarizati
should be able to show which picture is more suitable
describe such spin effects. A calculation of the longitudin
L polarization ine1e2 annihilation at theZ pole was made
@14# using the picture of the static quark model, but no c
culation has yet been made@15# using the picture drawn
from the data of deep inelastic scattering.

More recently, longitudinalL polarization ine1e2 anni-
hilation at theZ pole ~which is therefore dominated by thos
from Z decay! was measured@16# by the ALEPH Collabo-
ration at CERN. A comparison of the data@16# with the
calculated results of Ref.@14# was made@16#, and they are in
good agreement with each other. This means the abo
mentioned static quark model picture forL spin structure is
consistent with the data@16#. Does this mean that the stat
~or constituent! quark model, but not that from deep inelast
lepton-nucleon scattering, should be used in the fragme
tion process? To answer this question, calculations hav
be carried out using a picture which is consistent with
deep inelastic scattering data, so that a comparison with
ALEPH data@16# can be made.
4491 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Fractional contributionsDU, DD, andDS of the light flavors to the spin of baryons in theJP5
1
2

1 octet calculated using the
static quark model~static QM!, and those obtained using the data for deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering and those for hypero
under the assumption thatSU(3) flavor symmetry is valid. The first column shows the obtained expressions in terms ofS, F, andD. The
static QM results are obtained by insertingS51, F5

2
3, andD51 into these expressions, and those in the third column are obtaine

inserting S50.28, obtained from deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering~DIS! experiments@1#, and F1D5gA /gV51.2573 andF/D
50.575 obtained@19,24# from the hyperon decay experiments.

L S0

static QM DIS data static QM DIS data

DU 1
3 (S2D) 0 20.17 1

3 (S1D) 2/3 0.36
DD 1

3 (S2D) 0 20.17 1
3 (S1D) 2/3 0.36

DS 1
3 (S12D) 1 0.62 1

3 (S22D) 21/3 20.44

J0 J2

static QM DIS data static QM DIS data

DU 1
3 (S22D) 21/3 20.44 1

3 (S1D)2F 0 20.10
DD 1

3 (S1D)2F 0 20.10 1
3 (S22D) 21/3 20.44

DS 1
3 (S1D)1F 4/3 0.82 1

3 (S1D)1F 4/3 0.82
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In this Brief Report, we present the results of such a c
culation, and compare them with those obtained in@14# and
the ALEPH data@16#. The calculations were carried out u
ing the same method as that in Ref.@14#. Here we first con-
sider the contribution of theL ’s which are directly produced
in the hadronization process. Such hyperons are divided
two groups: those which contain the leadingu, d, or s quark,
and those which do not. The latter kind ofL ’s, i.e., those
which do not contain the initialu, d, or s quark frome1e2

annihilation, are assumed@14# not to be polarized@17# but
the former kind can be polarized since the initialu, d, or s
quark is longitudinally polarized. The polarization of such
L is different in different pictures for the spin structure ofL.
More precisely, the polarization of such aL is equal to the
fraction of spin carried by the quark, which has the flavor
the initial quark multiplied by the polarization of this initia
quark. The polarizations of the initial quarks frome1e2 an-
nihilations are determined by the standard model for e
troweak interactions, and given by@13#

Pf52
Af~11cos2u!1Bfcosu

Cf~11cos2u!1D fcosu
, ~1!

where u is the angle between the outgoing quark and
incoming electron, the subscriptf denotes the flavor of the
quark, and

Af52afbf~a21b2!22~12 mz
2/s!Qfabf , ~2!

Bf54ab~af
21bf

2!22~12 mz
2/s!Qfafb, ~3!

Cf5
~s2mZ

2!21mZ
2GZ

2

s2
Qf

21~a21b2!~af
21bf

2!

22~12 mz
2/s!Qfaaf , ~4!

D f58abafbf24~12 mz
2/s!Qfbbf , ~5!

wheremZ andGZ are the mass and decay width ofZ; a, b,
af , andbf are the axial and vector coupling constants of
l-

to

f

-

e

e

electron and quark to theZ boson, which are functions of th
Weinberg angleuW . ~See Table I in Ref.@13#.! Averaging
over u, we obtainPf520.67 for f 5u, c, and t, andPf5
20.94 for f 5d, s, andb.

The fractional contributions (DUL , DDL , andDSL) of
different flavors (u, d, ands) to L spin are calculated using
the deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering data onG1

[*0
1g1(x)dx @whereg1(x) is the spin-dependent structure#,

and those for the constantsF andD in hyperon decay. The
detailed procedure of extracting theDUL , DDL , andDSL

from the data forG1
p for the proton, and those forF andD, is

summarized in the Appendix. The results obtained are gi
in Table I.

We next consider the contribution of thoseL ’s from the
decay of other hyperons in the same octet asL. These hy-
perons can also be polarized if they contain the initialu, d,
or s quark, and the polarization can be transferred toL ’s in
the decay processes. The polarization of suchL is thus equal
to the polarization of the hyperon multiplied by the probab
ity for the polarization to be transferred toL. Hence, to
calculate such a contribution, we need to calculate the po
ization of the such a hyperon before it decays and the pr
ability for the polarization to be transferred toL in the decay
process. The polarization of a hyperon in the same octet aL
can easily be calculated using exactly the same metho
that for L. There are three such hyperons, i.e.,S0, J0, and
J2, which may decay intoL. We calculated the fractiona
contributions of different flavors of quarks to their spins
the way described in the Appendix, and obtained the res
shown in Table I. These results are as reliable as those foL,
and are therefore@2# as reliable as those for the nucleons.S0

decay intoL by emitting a photon, i.e.,S0→Lg. Whether
the polarization ofS0 is transferred to the producedL in this
decay process was discussed in Ref.@18#. It was shown that,
on the average, the producedL is also polarized~in the
opposite direction asS0) if S0 was polarized before its de
cay, and the polarization is2 1

3 of that of theS0. The hy-
peronJ decays intoL throughJ→Lp, which is a parity-
nonconserving decay, and is dominated by anS wave. The
polarization of the producedL is equal to that of theJ
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multiplied by a factor (112g)/3, whereg can be found in
review of particle properties@19# asg50.87.

It is now still impossible to calculate the polarization
the produced hyperons which belong to the baryon decu
in a way consistent with that for those in the octet. This
because no deep-inelastic scattering data on any one of
baryons is available. It is therefore impossible to calcul
the fractional contributions of different flavors to the spin
such a hyperon. Hence it is impossible to estimate the c
tributions of decays of such hyperons which contain the
tial u, d or s quark to the polarization ofL in the final state
of e1e2 annihilations in the same way as that for the oc
hyperons. Qualitative analysis suggests that the influence
such hyperons should not be very large. This is because,
their production rates are relatively small, and second, s
the mass differences between such hyperons andL are rela-
tive large, their decays contribute mainly toL ’s in the cen-
tral region of thee1e2 annihilation ~i.e., those with rela-
tively small momenta!. This region is dominated by thos
L ’s which do not contain the initial quark and are unpola
ized.

To make a quantitative estimation, we need a hadron
tion model to calculate all the different contributions to t
L ’s from all the different sources discussed above. For
purpose, we used, as in Ref.@14#, the LUND model@20# as
implemented byJETSET @21#. We explicitly calculated the
different contributions, and obtained the results shown
Fig. 1. We see in particular that the contribution from t
decay of the decuplet hyperons is indeed relatively sm
We calculatedL polarization PL for the following two
cases: In the first case, we completely neglected the co
bution from decuplet hyperon decay toPL , and obtained the
results shown by the solid line in Fig. 2. In the second ca
we used the results for the polarization of the decuplet
perons obtained from the static quark model as an appr
mation to estimate the contribution of such hyperon deca
PL . We added the results toPL , and obtained the dashe
line in Fig. 2. For comparison, we also included in the figu
the results from the static quark model without~dotted line!

FIG. 1. Fractional contributions toL ’s produced ine1e2 anni-
hilation at LEP energy from different sources: The solid line d
notes thoseL ’s which are produced directly, and contain the initi
u, d, or s quark; the dash-dotted and dashed lines are those from
decay of the octet (S0, J) and decuplet hyperons (S* , J* ) which
contain the initial quarks.z[2p/As, wherep is the momentum of
the producedL, andAs is the total center-of-mass energy of th
e1e2 system.
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or with ~dash-dotted line! contributions from decuplet hy
peron decay.

From these results, we see that there is indeed a sig
cant difference between those results obtained in Ref.@14#
based on the picture of the static quark model, and th
obtained in the present estimation using a picture based
the polarized deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering d
@1# and SU~3! flavor symmetry for hyperon decay. It seem
that the ALEPH data@16# favor the former, but cannot ex
clude the latter, since the error bars are still too large.
also see that, although the influence from the decuple
indeed relative small, it is not negligible in particular fo
moderatez. We can also see that further measurements
PL with higher accuracy are needed to distinguish betw
these two kinds of models. The largez region is most suit-
able for such a study, since in this region not only the m
nitude of PL itself is large, but also the difference betwee
the prediction of the two different models is large. It will b
also particularly helpful to measure the polarization only
thoseL ’s which are not decay products of decuplet hyp
ons.
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APPENDIX

The way of extracting fractional contributions of quar
of different flavors to the spin of a baryon in theJP5 1

2
1

octet fromG1
p[*0

1g1
p(x)dx obtained in deep-inelastic lepton

proton scattering experiments and the constantsF and D
obtained from hyperon decay experiments, is now in f
quite standard@1#. In this appendix we present the main in
gredients used in this procedure in order to remind the re
ers of the assumptions one uses here, and to show how
extends it to obtain the results for other baryons in the sa
octet asL.

According to the quark parton model@22#, we have

g1~x!5 1
2 (

q
eq

2@Dq~x!1D q̄~x!#, ~A1!

-

he

FIG. 2. Longitudinal polarization ofL, PL , from e1e2 anni-
hilation at LEP energy as a function ofz. ~See the text for more
details.!
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where Dq(x)5q1(x)2q2(x) and D q̄(x)5 q̄1(x)
2 q̄2(x) are the difference between the number density
quarks~antiquarks! of flavor q polarized in the same, an
that of those polarized in the opposite, longitudinal direct
as the nucleon;eq is the electric charge of the quark in un
of electron charge. DenotingDQ[*0

1@Dq(x)1D q̄(x)#dx,
we obtain

G15E
0

1

g1~x!dx52A 2
3 DQ01 1

6 DQ31 1
6) DQ8 ,

~A2!

where DQ0[ 1
12A 2

3(DU1DD1DS), DQ3[ 1
2 (DU2DD),

andDQ8[(A3/6)(DU1DD22DS) are the singlet, triplet,
and octet terms. The singlet termDQ0 is proportional to the
fraction S5DU1DD1DS of the spin of the nucleon car
ried by the light quarks. If SU~3! flavor symmetry is hold,S
should be the same for baryons in the same SU~3! multiplet.
Using the method of operator product expansion, one rel
the DQa’s to the matrix elements of local operatorsAa

m

5 q̄gmg5(la/2)q by

2MSmDQa5^P,SuAa
muP,S&, ~A3!

wherea50, 3, or 8;S, P, andM are the spin, momentum
and mass of the baryonB, andla are the usual SU~3! ma-
trices acting in the flavor space. The matrix elements of
local operators are atQ250, and can be measured in h
te

am

et

or
f

n

es

e

peron decays. Under the assumption that SU~3! flavor sym-
metry is valid among the baryons, one can use the Wign
Eckart theorem and obtain@23#

^cbuAa
mucc&52MSm~ i f abcF1dabcD !, ~A4!

wherecb andcc are the basis of the eight-dimensional re
resentation of SU~3! with spinS, f abc anddabc are the totally
antisymmetric and symmetric structure constants for
SU~3! group, and the quantitiesF andD are constants which
are independent of the particular states in the same multip

The wave functions of the baryonsB’s in the baryon octet
can be expressed in terms of the basis vectorsca of the
eight-dimensional representation of SU~3!. For example,
up&5(1/A2)(c42 ic5), uL&5c8 , uS0&5c3 , uJ0&
5(1/A2)(c61 ic7), uJ2&52(1/A2)(c41 ic5). Using
these wave functions and Eq.~A4! we can calculate the ma
trix elements of the axial currents between the different ba
ons in the octet and obtain theDQ3 andDQ8 as functions of
F andD. In this way, we obtainDQ3

p5 1
2 (D1F) andDQ8

p

5(1/2A3)(3F2D). Using the experimental data forF and
D, and that forG1

p , we obtainDQ0 from Eq. ~A2! and thus
S for the proton, which should be the same for all the ba
ons in the octet. We then use thisS and data forF andD to
calculate theDU, DD, and DS for other baryons. The ex
pressions ofDU, DD, andDS in terms ofS, F, andD, and
their numerical results obtained using the data, are liste
Table I.
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